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Abstract
The device-to-device communication-aided fog radio access network, referred to as D2D-aided
F-RAN, takes advantage of caching at enhanced remote radio heads (eRRHs) and D2D proximity
for improved system performance. For D2D-aided F-RAN, we develop a framework that exploits
the cached contents at eRRHs, their transmission rates/powers, and previously received contents by
different users to deliver the requesting contents to users with a minimum completion time. Given the
intractability of the completion time minimization problem, we formulate it at each transmission by
approximating the completion time and decoupling it into two subproblems. In the first subproblem,
we minimize the possible completion time in eRRH downlink transmissions, while in the second
subproblem, we maximize the number of users to be scheduled on D2D links. We design two theoretical
graphs, namely interference-aware instantly decodable network coding (IA-IDNC) and D2D conflict
graphs to reformulate two subproblems as maximum weight clique and maximum independent set
problems, respectively. Using these graphs, we heuristically develop joint and coordinated scheduling
approaches. Through extensive simulation results, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
schemes against existing baseline schemes. Simulation results show that the proposed two approaches
achieve a considerable performance gain in terms of the completion time minimization.
Index Terms
Device-to-device communications, fog radio access networks, coordinated scheduling, network
coding, power allocation, time-critical applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the explosive increase in users’ demand, the data rate and Quality-of-Service(QoS) performance of current radio access networks need to be improved significantly
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[1]. Cloud radio access network (C-RAN) is a promising solution to improve the QoS for its
users and support the exponentially growing demands [2]. The cloud base-station (CBS) in C-
RAN connects with distributed remote radio heads (RRHs) via fornthual links for cooperative
transmission [3]–[6]. Since the requested contents are not cached at the RRHs, the capacity
and delay constrained of fronthaul links limit the performance of C-RANs to meet the growing
demand in 5G cellular networks [7]. Therefore, Fog-RAN (F-RAN) has been introduced that
exploits both edge caching and C-RAN for carrying out content delivery effectively [8]. In
F-RAN, the so called enhanced RRHs (eRRHs) support high caching capability.
In order to further improve the performance of F-RANs, implementing device-to-device (D2D)
communications [9] in F-RAN is shown to be a potential technology in 5G and beyond. This
integrated system is referred as D2D-aided F-RAN [13]. D2D-aided F-RAN system draws a
remarkable benefit for reducing both users’ contents delivery time and burden on fronthaul links.
Thanks to the edge caching at the eRRHs and users’ cooperation via D2D communications, this
paper is focused on content delivery problem in D2D-aided F-RAN system. The content delivery
problem of interest is motivated by immediate delivery of common popular contents for real-time
applications, i.e., live video streaming. In particular, we study the scheduling of content delivery
problem from both the eRRHs and potential transmitting users in D2D-aided F-RAN system
using network coding (NC) [11].
The problem of delivering contents, i.e., a frame of delay-sensitive files, to a set of users
with minimum possible delay has been a topic of research for a quite some time. This problem
is referred as completion time minimization problem. Based on layer functionalities, existing
NC solutions for this problem can be classified into upper-layer NC [12]–[19] and rate aware
NC [20]–[27] methods. As their names indicate, upper layer NC algorithms focused only on
NC at the network layer to minimize the number of transmissions. Rate aware NC approaches
incorporate both upper and physical layers to minimize the completion time (in second) required
to deliver requested files to all requesting users. The latter is more practically relevant as it
involves the dynamic nature of wireless channels in the completion time optimization.
A. Related Works and Challenges
Related Works in Physical Layer: Most relevant works on C-RANs focused on scheduling
users to RRHs in order to maximize sum-rate, e.g., [5], [6], [29]–[31]. The study in [5] was
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extended in [6] to include power allocation optimization for the radio resource blocks. However,
these studies are agnostic to the available side information at network layer, i.e., requested and
previously received contents by different users. As a result, each eRRH sends uncoded file that
serves a single user. The term “uncoded file” is referred to file without NC. It has been observed
that users tend to have a common interest in requesting same contents, especially popular videos,
within a small interval of time [19]. This happens frequently in a hotspot, e.g., a playground,
a public transport, a conference hall, and so on. In aforementioned schemes, the contents are
transmitted without NC, which degrade the system performance. Therefore, a subclass of NC,
namely the Instantly Decodable NC (IDNC), can be exploited to efficiently select a combination
of contents (binary XOR combination) that can benefit a subset of interested users.
Related Works in Network Layer: The completion time minimization problem in IDNC-based
networks was considered in different network settings, e.g., point-to-multipoint (PMP) [12],
[14], D2D networks [16], [17], D2D F-RANs [18]. In particular, the authors of [12], [14], [16]
proposed schemes to deliver the requested files by users with a minimum possible number of
transmissions. Recently, in [18], a centralized D2D F-RAN scheme was proposed for completion
time reduction. However, the aforementioned works considered IDNC from the perspective of
network-layer. The main drawback is that the transmission rate of each radio resource block
is selected based on the user with the weakest channel quality. This results in prolonged file
reception time and thus, consumes the time resources of network. Therefore, considering both
network layer coding and physical layer factors, such as transmission rate, is crucial, which is
known as rate-aware IDNC (RA-IDNC) [20].
Related Works in RA-IDNC: With RA-IDNC, the completion time minimization problem needs
a careful optimization of selecting the IDNC file and transmission rate of each radio resource,
see for example [21]–[23], [26], [27]. The authors of [26] used RA-IDNC in C-RANs for
completion time reduction. However, the authors assumed that all RRHs maintain a fixed transmit
power level. Moreover, for synchronization purposes, the same transmission rate (i.e., the lowest
transmission rate of all RRHs) is selected. This may violate the QoS rate guarantee and lead
to a longer time for file transmission. Importantly, the proposed solution did not exploit the
high capabilities of D2D communications. Recently, a cross-layer IDNC scheme was proposed
for cloud offloading in F-RAN [28]. Inspired by [28], our work addresses the completion time
minimization problem in D2D-aided F-RAN system using RA-IDNC and D2D communications.
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Challenges: The completion time minimization problem in D2D-aided F-RAN involves many
factors, such as power levels of eRRHs, their cached files, users’ limited coverage zones, their
requested and previously received files, and their heterogeneous physical-layer capacities. Since
all these combinatorial factors need to be jointly considered, such problem is intractable. Indeed,
considering only power levels factor for solving a fixed schedule (without NC) problem is non-
convex [6], [29]–[31], [33]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this work is the first attempt to
solve the completion time minimization problem in D2D-aided F-RAN system while considering
all above factors. Besides the intractability of the aforementioned factors, a key challenge to the
problem is the use of IDNC codes in D2D-aided F-RAN as the objective of both techniques can
be contradicting. Therefore, a balance among the conflicting effects of IDNC codes, scheduled
users, and transmission rates/powers of eRRHs and users in D2D-aided F-RAN system is crucial
to minimize the total frame delivery time.
B. Contributions
In this work, we tackle the completion time minimization problem in downlink D2D-aided
F-RAN settings. To this end, we introduce a novel optimization framework taking network
coding, rate/power optimization, potential D2D communications, and users’ limited coverage
zones into account. In the proposed framework, network-coded transmissions from both eRRHs
and potential users are developed to deliver all files to all requesting users in the least amount
of time. The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows.
1) For a D2D-aided F-RAN, we develop a framework where eRRHs and users collaborate
to minimize the completion time. In particular, given the intractability of solving the
completion time minimization problem over all possible future NC decisions, we reformulate
the problem at each transmission with the constraints on user scheduling, their limited
coverage zones, transmission rates, maximum power allocations, and QoS rate guarantee.
By analyzing the problem, we decompose it into two subproblems.
2) The first subproblem aims to obtain the possible completion time in eRRHs transmissions
through minimizing the transmission time. To solve it, we design an Interference-Aware
IDNC (IA-IDNC) graph that efficiently solves the user scheduling and power allocation
problem jointly under the completion time constraints. Based on this, the transmission time
achieved by eRRHs is revealed for solving the second subproblem. Then, we introduce
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a new D2D conflict graph to heuristically solve the second subproblem, i.e., maximizing
the number of users that can be scheduled on D2D links. The aforementioned graph-based
solutions of the corresponding subproblems will be referred to as Joint Approach.
3) Since the IA-IDNC graph in the joint approach grows fast with the NC combinations in large
network size, we propose an alternative and efficient low-complexity coordinated scheduling
approach that solves the completion time problem using graph theoretic method.
4) We compare our proposed schemes with existing coded and uncoded (without NC) schemes.
Selected numerical results demonstrate that the proposed schemes can effectively improve
completion time performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present an overview of the D2D-
aided F-RAN system. In Section III, we describe the NC model and analyze the transmission
time for simplifying the expression of the completion time. The completion time minimization
problem at each transmission is formulated and decomposed in Section IV. We solve the problem
jointly in Section V and propose a relative low complexity approach in Section VI. Numerical
results are presented in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
C. Notations
Matrices are shown by bold characters, e.g., C. Calligraphic letters denote sets and their
corresponding capital letters denote the cardinalities of these sets, e.g., N = |N |. Further, P(N )
shows the power set of set N and A×B shows the Cartesian product of the two sets A and B.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. System Overview
We consider a D2D-aided F-RAN system, shown in Fig. 1, that consists of one cloud base
station (CBS), K single antenna enhanced remote radio heads (eRRHs), and N users. The sets of
eRRHs and users are denoted by K = {e1, e2, · · · , eK}, N = {u1, u2, · · · , uN}, respectively. The
CBS is responsible for making the NC decisions, power allocation, delivering the instructions
to eRRHs and transmitting users for executions. It also communicates with eRRHs through
fronthaul links. Since users are allowed to transmit at a certain amount of power, each device
has limited coverage zone, denoted by Zui , which represents the service area of the ui-th user
to transmit data within a circle of radius R. Note that user and device are used interchangeably
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the D2D-aided F-RAN model with 13 users, 3 eRRHs and 1 CBS.
throughout this paper. The set of devices within the transmission range of the ui-th device is
defined by Zui = {uj ∈ N|dd2dui,uj ≤ R}, where dd2dui,uj is the distance between the ui-th and uj-th
devices. Devices can use the same frequency band and transmit encoded files simultaneously
via D2D links. We assume there is a set of F popular files, denoted by F = {f1, f2, · · · , fF}.
This data frame constitutes the set of most frequent requested files by the users within a given
time duration in a hotspot area. Following the caching model in [28], the en-th eRRH caches
a subset Cen that represents its cache, i.e., |Cen| = µF, ∀en ∈ K, where 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 is the
fractional cache size. Further, we assume that all eRRHs collectively cache all files in the frame,
i.e.,
⋃K
i=1 Cen = F . The distribution of files among eRRHs is assumed to be given, and some
common files can be cached in different eRRHs’ caches.
In this paper, each device is assumed to be equipped with single antenna and used half-
duplex channel. Thus, each device can access to either a D2D channel or cellular channel, and
accordingly, it can either transmit or receive at a given time instant. Moreover, the allocated
channels for D2D communications are assumed to be orthogonal (out-of-band) to those used by
eRRHs, i.e., an overlay D2D communication model is adopted [13].
B. Physical Layer Model
The achievable rate at the ui-th user when receives file from the en-th eRRH is given by
Rcen,ui = log2(1 + SINRen,ui(P)),∀en ∈ K,∀ui ∈ N , where SINRen,ui(P) is the corresponding
signal-to-interference plus noise-ratio experienced by the ui-th user when it is assigned to the
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en-th eRRH. This SINR is given by
SINRen,ui(P) =
Pen|hcen,ui|2
N0 +
∑
en′∈K,en′ 6=en Pen′ |hcen′ ,ui |2
, (1)
where hcen,ui denotes the channel gain between the ui-th user and en-th eRRH, N0 denotes the
noise power, Pen denotes the transmit power of en-th eRRH, and P = [Pen ], ∀en ∈ K is a
row vector containing the power levels of the eRRHs in the considered network. The set of
users’ rates across all eRRHs can be written as R = ⊗(en,ui)∈ K×N Rcen,ui , where the symbol⊗
represents the product of the set of the achievable rates.
Similarly, let hd2duk,ui denote the channel gain for the D2D link between the uk-th and ui-th
users and Quk denote the transmit power of the uk-th user. Then, the achievable rate of D2D
pair (uk, ui) is given by rd2duk,ui = log2
1 + Quk |hd2duk,ui |2
N0 +
∑
uk′∈Ntra,uk′ 6=uk Quk′ |hd2duk′ ,ui |2
 ,∀uk, uk′ ∈
Ntra, and ui ∈ Zuk ∩ Zuk′ , where Ntra is the set of transmitting users via D2D links.
We assume hcen,ui and h
d2d
uk,ui
to be fixed during a single eRRH and D2D transmissions but
change independently from one file transmission to another file transmission.
The channel capacities of all pairs of D2D links can be stored in an N ×N capacity status
matrix (CSM) r = [ruk,ui ], ∀(uk, ui). Since uk-th user does not transmit to itself and cannot
transmit to other users outside its coverage zone, rd2duk,uk = 0 and r
d2d
uk,ul
= 0, ∀ul /∈ Zuk .
III. NETWORK CODING AND COMPLETION TIME MINIMIZATION
A. Network Coding in the Network-Layer
We assume that users are interested in receiving the whole frame F , and they have already
acquired some files in F from prior broadcast transmissions (i.e., without NC) [19]. The pre-
viously acquired files by ui-th user is denoted by the Has set Hui , and its requested files is
denoted by the Wants set, i.e., Wui = F \Hui . Taking advantage of the acquired and requested
files by different users, each eRRH and D2D transmitter can perform XOR operation on these
files and send the combined XORed files to the interested users. As such, the requested files are
delivered to requesting users with minimum completion time. We use the subscript t to represent
the index of transmission/time slot, e.g., t = 1 refers to the first transmission slot. After each
transmission, each user feedbacks to the eRRHs and neighboring users an acknowledgment for
each received file, and accordingly, the Has and Wants sets are updated by the CBS [18], [19].
The set of users having non-empty Wants sets at the t-th transmission slot is denoted by Nw,t,
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which is defined as Nw,t = {ui ∈ N|Wui,t 6= ∅}. When a user receives its requested files, it
can act as a D2D transmitter to provide its received files to the interested neighboring users.
Let fcen,t and f
d2d
uk,t
denote the XOR file combinations to be sent by the en-th eRRH and
uk-th D2D transmitter, respectively, to the sets of scheduled users u(fcen,t) and u(f
d2d
uk,t
) at the
t-th transmission. For simplicity, the subscript transmission index t is often omitted when it is
clear from the context. These file combinations fcen and f
d2d
uk
are elements of the power sets
P(Cen) and P(Huk), respectively. At every transmission slot t, each scheduled user in u(fcen)
can re-XOR fcen with its previously received files to decode a new file. To ensure successful
reception at the users, the maximum transmission rate of a particular transmitting eRRH/user is
equal to the minimum achievable capacity of its scheduled users. For discussion convenience,
the term “targeted users” is referred to a set of scheduled users who receives an instantly-
decodable transmission. Therefore, the set of targeted users by en-th eRRH is expressed as
u(fcen) =
{
ui ∈ Nw
∣∣|fcen ∩Wui | = 1 and Rcen ≤ Rcen,ui}. Similarly, for D2D transmissions, the
set of targeted users by uk-th D2D transmitter is expressed as u(fd2duk ) = {uj ∈ Nw
∣∣|fd2duk ∩Wuj | =
1 and uj ∈ Zuk and rd2duk ≤ rd2duk,uj}. Without loss of generality, the set of all targeted users when
|Ntra| D2D transmitters transmit the set of combinations fd2d(Ntra) is represented by u(fd2d(Ntra)),
where uk, fd2duk , u(f
d2d
uk
) are elements in Ntra, fd2d(Ntra), and u(fd2d(Ntra)), respectively.
B. Transmission Time Analysis and Expression of the Completion Time
This subsection provides an analysis of the transmission time for sending coded files from the
eRRHs and D2D transmitters to a set of scheduled users, which leads to an expression of the
completion time in D2D-aided F-RAN.
The transmission time for sending the coded file fcen from the en-th eRRH with rate R
c
en
to the set of targeted users u(fcen) is T
c
en =
B
Ren
seconds, where B is the size of the file in
bits. Without loss of generality, let us assume that the en∗-th eRRH has the minimum rate at
the t-th transmission slot that is denoted by Ren∗ . The corresponding transmission duration is
T cen∗ =
B
Ren∗
seconds. Since different eRRHs will have different transmission rates, they will
have different transmission durations. Thus, the portion of the time that not being used by en′-th
eRRH at t-th transmission slot is referred to as the idle time of the en′-th eRRH and denoted by
T cen′ idle. This idle time can be expressed as T
c
en′ idle
= (T cen∗ − T cen′ ) seconds. Such idle time can
be exploited by the scheduled users of en′-th eRRH via D2D links if it ensures the complete
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delivery of files, i.e., T cen′ idle ≥ T d2dum , where T d2dum = Brd2duk is the transmission duration for sending
fd2dum from the um-th D2D transmitter with adopted rate r
d2d
m , ∀um ∈ u(fcen′ ). The unscheduled
users by the eRRHs can also use D2D links to transmit files, and accordingly, the transmission
duration for sending fd2duk from the uk-th D2D transmitter with adopted rate r
d2d
k is T
d2d
uk
= B
rd2duk
seconds, ∀uk /∈ u(fcen),∀en ∈ K. Based on the above discussion, ul-th user experiences one of
three possible delays at each transmission, as shown in Fig. 2, and described below.
1) The time delay for ul-th user receiving a non-instantly decodable transmission from en∗-th
eRRH, this delay is T cen∗ ,ul , ∀ul /∈ u(fcen∗ ).
2) The time delay for ul-th user receiving a non-instantly decodable transmission from en′-th
eRRH, this delay is T cen′ ,ul , en′ ∈ K and ul /∈ u(fcen′ ).
3) The time delay for ul-th user being transmitting or receiving a non-instantly decodable
transmission from any D2D transmitter in the set Ntra, this delay is denoted as T d2duk,ul ,
where (ul = uk) ∈ Ntra or (ul /∈ u(fd2d(Ntra)) and uk ∈ Ntra).
Note that for ul-th user, T cen′ ,ul is less than T
c
en∗ ,ul and maxuk∈Ntra
(T d2duk,ul). Thus, the maximum delay
experienced by ul-th user, which is not scheduled at the t-th transmission slot, is equal to
Tmax,t = max(T
c
en∗ , maxuk∈Ntra
(T d2duk )). Consequently, users that are not scheduled at transmission
slot t, experience Tmax,t seconds of delay in a cumulative manner defined as follows.
Definition 1. A user with non-empty Wants set experiences Tmax,t seconds of time delay if it
does not receive any requested file at t-th transmission slot. The accumulated time delay of ul-th
user is the sum of Tmax,t seconds at each transmission until t-th transmission slot, and denoted
by Dul,t. It can be expressed as
Dul,t = Dul,t−1 +
Tmax,t if ul /∈
(
u(fcen∗ ,t) ∪ u(fcen′ ,t)
)
,∀en∗ , en′ ∈ K
Tmax,t if (ul = uk) ∈ Ntra,t or (ul /∈ u(fd2d(Ntra,t)) and uk ∈ Ntra,t)
(2)
Definition 2. The completion time of ul-th user, denoted by Tul , is the total time required in
seconds to receive all its requested files. The overall completion time To is the time required to
receive all files by all users, and is given by To = maxul∈Nw{Tul}.
Definition 3. A transmission schedule S = {(fcen,t, Rcen), (uk, fd2duk,t, rd2duk )}∀t∈{1,2,.......,|S|},∀en∈K,∀uk∈Ntra,t
is a collection of transmitting eRRHs/D2D transmitters, their file combinations and adopted rates
at every t-th transmission index to receive all files by all users.
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The completion time minimization problem in a D2D-aided F-RAN system can be expressed
as follows
S∗ = arg min
S∈S
{To(S)} = arg minS∈S
{
max
ul∈Nw
{Tul(S)}
}
, (3)
where S∗ is the schedule that optimally minimizes the overall completion time and S is the set
of all possible transmission schedules. The follwoing theorem expresses the optimal schedule
S∗ in terms of time delay defined in definition 1.
Theorem 1. The optimal schedule S∗ that minimizes the overall completion time in a D2D-aided
F-RAN system can be written as follows
S∗ = arg min
S∈S
{
max
ul∈Nw
{
B.|Wul,0|
R˜ul(S)
+ Dul(S)
}}
, (4)
where |Wul,0| is the initial Wants size of ul-th user, Dul(S) is the accumulative time delay of ul-th
user in schedule, and R˜ul(S) is the harmonic mean of the transmission rates of transmissions
that are instantly decodable for ul-th user in schedule S .
Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 is omitted in this paper due to the space limitation and only a
sketch of the proof is given as follows. We first show that the completion time can be expressed
as the sum of instantly and non-instantly decodable transmission times from |K| and |Ntra|
transmitters via cellular and D2D links, respectively. Afterward, we need to proof that the number
of instantly decodable transmissions to ul-th user is equal to the number of its requested files
|Wul,0| and the number of non-instantly decodable transmissions matches the time delay in
definition 1. Finally, we extend the results of the optimal schedule in Theorem 1 in [20] that
used in PMP system with a single transmitter to the coordinated D2D-aided F-RAN setting with
multiple transmitters. 
Solving the completion time problem in (3) optimally is intractable [26]. In fact, the transmis-
sion schedule at the current transmission slot does not depend only on the future transmission
schedules, but also on users’ achievable capacities and eRRHs’ transmit powers. Therefore, we
pay our special attention to solve such problem at each transmission, where files are transmitted
with high transmission rates. If some eRRHs cannot send XOR files to a set of users with the
rate threshold Rth, these users can be scheduled on D2D links. To this end, our main objective
is to minimize the completion time at each transmission, known as the anticipated completion
time [19], through minimizing the time delay. This anticipated user’s completion time at each
10
Fig. 2. Transmission time structure for eRRHs and potential
D2D transmitters for one time slot.
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Fig. 3. D2D-aided F-RAN system containing 6 users and their
corresponding requested/received files and rates.
transmission in D2D-aided F-RAN system is given in the next corollary.
Corollary 1. The anticipated completion time of ul-th user at t-th transmission slot is given by
Tul,t ≈
B.|Wul,0|
R˜ul,t
+ Dul,t, (5)
where Dul,t is the accumulative transmission delay as given in (2), and R˜ul,t is the harmonic
mean of the transmission rates that are instantly decodable for ul-th user until t-th transmission.
The anticipated completion time in Corollary 1 depends on the number of requested files by
ul-th user, its accumulated time delay and harmonic mean R˜ul,t. Clearly, this metric is intimately
related to the duration of time that all files are delivered to all users, which can be illustrated in
the following example.
Example 1: This example considers the model in Fig. 3 that consists of 2 eRRHs, 6 users,
users’ received and requested files and their rates. For example, u2 receives f1, f4 and requests
f2, f3. The sets of files that stored in eRRHs’ caches are Ce1 = {f1, f4, f3}, Ce2 = {f2, f3, f4}.
Each file is assumed to have a size of 10 bits. To minimize the completion time for this example,
one possible schedule is given as follows.
First time slot: The e1-th and e2-th eRRHs transmit fce1,1 = f1⊕ f4 and fc2 = f3⊕ f4 with rates
Rce1 = 2.5 and R
c
e2
= 5 bits/s, respectively, to the sets u(fce1,1) = {u4, u6} and u(fc,1e2 ) = {u2, u3}.
The u1-th user transmits fd2du1,1 = f4 with rate r
d2d
u1
= 5 bits/s to the set u(fd2du1,1) = {u5}. Given this,
we have the following transmission durations of e1-th eRRH, e2-th eRRH, and u1-th transmitting
user, respectively: T ce1 =
10
2.5
= 4, T ce1 =
10
5
= 2, T d2du1 =
10
5
= 2 seconds. Since user u4 receives
f4 from e1-th eRRH in 4 seconds, it can use the idle time of e1-th eRRH, i.e., T ce1idle = 2
seconds, to send f2 to u6 with rate rd2du4 = 5 bits/s. Therefore, the updated Wants sets after the
first time slot are: Wu2,1 = {f2}, Wu3,1 = ∅,Wu4,1 = ∅, Wu5,1 = {f3}, Wu6,1 = ∅. Note that
Tmax,1 = max(T
c
e1
, T ce2 , T
d2d
u1
) = 4 seconds.
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Second time slot: The e2-th eRRH transmits fc,2e2 = f2 ⊕ f3 with rate Rce2 = 2.5 bits/s to the
set u(fc,2e2 ) = {u2, u5} which requires transmission time T ce2 = Tmax,2 = 102.5 = 4 seconds. By the
end of second time slot, all users will have their wanted files. Therefore, the total transmission
time is Tmax,1 + Tmax,2 = 8 seconds.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PROBLEM DECOMPOSITION
A. Problem Formulation
In order to minimize the completion time at each transmission slot, we need to develop a
rate-aware network coding framework that decides: i) the adopted transmission rate/power at the
en-th eRRH, {Rcen , Pen}, to transmit its XOR combination fcen,t to a set of targeted users u(fcen,t),
∀en ∈ K, and ii) the set of D2D transmitters Ntra,t for sending fd2duk,t to the users u(fd2d,tuk ), and
their adopted transmission rates rd2duk ,∀uk ∈ Ntra,t. As such, all files are delivered to all users with
minimum completion time. Therefore, the completion time minimization problem in D2D-aided
F-RAN system can be formulated as
P1 : min
fcen,t,f
d2d
uk,t
,Pen ,Ntra,t∈P(N )
{
max
ul∈Nw,t
Tul,t
}
subject to

C1: u(fcen,t) ∩ u(fcen′ ,t) = ∅,∀en 6= en′ ∈ K;
C2: u(fd2duk,t) ∩ u(fd2duk′ ,t) = ∅ & u(fd2duk,t) ∩ u(fcen,t) = ∅,∀uk 6= uk′ ∈ Ntra,t, en ∈ K;
C3: rd2duk .T
c
en′ idle
≥ B, ∀uk ∈ Ntra,t, ∀en′ ∈ K;
C4: fcen,t ⊆ P(Cen) & fd2duk,t ⊆ P(Huk,t), ∀(en, uk) ∈ K ×Ntra,t;
C5: 0 ≤ Pen ≤ Pmax,∀en ∈ K; C6: Rcen ≥ Rth; C7: rd2duk ≥ Rth,∀en ∈ K,∀uk ∈ Ntra,t.
The constraints are explained as follows. C1 states that the set of scheduled users to all eRRHs
are disjoint, i.e., each user must be scheduled to only one eRRH. C2 makes sure that each user
can be scheduled to only one potential D2D transmitter and no user can be scheduled to a D2D
transmitter and eRRH at the same time instant. C3 ensures the successful delivery of files from
D2D transmissions within the idle time of the eRRHs. C4 ensures that all files to be combined
using XOR operation at all eRRHs and D2D transmitters are stored in their Caches and Has sets,
respectively. C5 bounds the maximum transmit power of each eRRH, and C6 and C7 satisfy the
minimum transmission rates required to meet the QoS rate requirement Rth.
The optimization problem in P1 contains the NC scheduling parameters u(fcen,t), u(f
d2d
uk,t
),∀en ∈
K,∀uk ∈ Ntra,t, power allocations of eRRHs Pen , ∀en ∈ K, potential set of transmitting users
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Ntra,t and their transmission rates. We can readily show that problem P1 is NP-hard and intractable
[32]. However, by analyzing the problem, we can decompose it into two subproblems and solve
them individually and efficiently using graph theory technique [35].
B. Problem Decomposition
Since the main objective is to minimize the maximum completion time of users, which
depends on the time delay increase at each transmission slot, we can first focus on minimizing
the transmission duration for the eRRH-user NC transmissions. In particular, we can get the
possible completion time by jointly optimizing the NC user scheduling and power allocations of
eRRHs. The mathematical formulation for minimizing the transmission duration for eRRH-user
NC transmissions can be expressed as
P2 : min
0≤Pen≤Pmax
Tcen,t
subject to
u(f
c
en,t) ∩ u(fcen′ ,t) = ∅,∀en 6= en′ ∈ K;
fcen,t ⊆ P(Cen); Rcen ≥ Rth, ∀en ∈ K.
(7a)
Note that this subproblem contains users’ associations and power allocation variables and a joint
solution will be developed in Section V-B.
After obtaining the possible transmission duration from eRRH-user NC transmissions, denoted
by T cen∗ ,t of en∗-th eRRH, by solving P2, we can now formulate the second subproblem. In
particular, we can maximize the number of users Zt that are not been scheduled to the eRRHs
Nw,t\u(fcen∗ ,t) within T cen∗ ,t by using D2D communication. In addition, users being scheduled to
en′-th eRRH from subproblem P2, have the opportunity to be scheduled on D2D links within the
idle times of their corresponding eRRHs at the t-th transmission slot, ∀en′ 6= en∗ ∈ K. Therefore,
the second subproblem of maximizing the number of users to be scheduled on D2D links can
be expressed as follows
P3 : max
Ntra,t∈P(N\u(fcen∗ ,t))
fd2duk,t
⊆P(Huk,t)
Zt
subject to

(C2); rd2duk .(T
c
en∗ ,t − T cen′ ,t) ≥ B, ∀uk ∈ Ntra,t, ∀(en∗ , en′) ∈ K;
T d2duk ≤ T cen∗ ,t, ∀uk ∈ Ntra,t;
|u(fd2d(Ntra,t))|+ |Ntra,t| ≤ Zt.
(8a)
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The constraint C3 in P1 is rewritten as the second constraint in P3 since we know T cen∗ ,t.
Fourth constraint states that the transmission duration of any D2D transmitter should be less
than or equal to T cen∗ ,t. The last constraint is the maximum number limitation of scheduled users
on D2D links. It can be easily observed that P3 is a D2D scheduling problem that considers
selection of D2D transmitters, their NC files and transmission rates.
V. COMPLETION TIME MINIMIZATION: JOINT APPROACH
In this section, we propose a joint approach to solve the subproblems in P2 and P3 using
designed interference-aware IDNC and new D2D conflict graphs, respectively. Specifically, we
design interference-aware IDNC in the first subsection to solve the subproblem P2 in the second
subsection. We then introduce a new D2D conflict graph to solve the subproblem P3 as shown
in the third and fourth subsections, respectively.
A. Subproblem P2 Transformation: Interference Aware-IDNC Graph
Interference-Aware IDNC (IA-IDNC) graph, denoted by GIA-IDNC(V , E), is designed to sys-
tematically select an IDNC combination, transmission rate, and power allocation of each eRRH
at the t-th transmission slot. Unlike the graph in [26] that resulted in one rate for fixed power
eRRHs, our designed IA-IDNC graph leads to different transmission rates/powers from different
eRRHs. This gives flexibility to each eRRH to choose its IDNC combination and transmission
rate that satisfy a set of scheduled users.
Consider generating all possible associations (pairs) representing users and their corresponding
requested files that cached by en-th eRRH, denoted by Aen = Nw×Cen , i.e., a ∈ Aen = (ul, fh)
represents the association of ul-th user and its fh-th requested file. The corresponding files of a
set of associations in Aen can be encoded into one IDNC combination if these files are instantly
decodable to the corresponding associated users. The set of all IDNC combinations is denoted
by Aen,IDNC. In particular, the corresponding files of any two different associations a ∈ Aen and
a′ ∈ Aen are encoded if one of the following IDNC conditions is satisfied.
• IDNC-C1: ul,a 6= ul′,a′ and fh,a = fh,a′ This condition represents that the same file fh is
requested by two distinct users ul and ul′ .
• IDNC-C2: ul,a 6= ul′,a′ and fh′,a′ ∈ Hul,a and fh,a ∈ Hul′ ,a′ . This condition represents
that different files fh′ and fh are requested by two different users ul′ and ul, respectively.
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Meanwhile, the requested file of each user is in the Has set of the user in the other
association. We use l, a in ul,a as subscripts to represent ul-th user in a-th association.
For example, the element a = (fcen , u(f
c
en)) ∈ Aen,IDNC represents the set of scheduled users
u(fcen) that will receive the IDNC combination f
c
en from en-th eRRH.
Let Sen be the set of all possible associations between the IDNC combinations Aen,IDNC and
achievable capacities Ren ⊂ R, i.e., Sen = Aen,IDNC × Ren . In other words, S = (a, R) ∈ Sen
is a schedule that consists of a set of associations representing the IDNC combination, set of
scheduled users, and rate R of en-th eRRH, i.e., S = (a, R) = s1, s2, · · · , s|S|, where |S| is the
total number of scheduled users in S. Note that s1 represents one user, one file, and rate of en-th
eRRH. Now, any two associations s1 ∈ S, s2 ∈ S representing the en-th eRRH should have an
equal adopted rate that is greater than or equal to Rth. That is, the Rate Condition (RC) is
satisfied Rs1 = Rs2 and Rs1 ≥ Rth.
The aforementioned procedures are applied to all eRRHs in the network. Thus, the set
of all possible IDNC combinations Aen,IDNC and schedules Sen in the network are AIDNC =⋃
en∈K
Aen,IDNC and S =
⋃
en∈K
Sen , respectively. These schedules S can be exactly represented by
unique vertices V in GIA-IDNC(V , E) such that we transfer the subproblem P2 to a graph-theory
based problem. Therefore, the Si-th schedule in S is represented by the Vi-th unique vertex in
GIA-IDNC (i = 1, 2, · · · , |S|). This schedule-to-vertex mapping makes any IDNC combination sent
from the en-th eRRH with adopted rate to its corresponding associated users is decodable.
Two vertices Vi and Vi′ representing two different schedules Si ∈ Sen and Si′ ∈ Sen′ are
adjacent by an edge in GIA-IDNC, if the associations they represent satisfy the following condition.
• Transmission Condition (TC): u ∩ u′ = φ, ∀(s1, s2) ∈ Si × Si′ . This condition ensures
that the same user can be scheduled only to a unique eRRH.
Assuming that the power allocation of the eRRHs in the network will be computed later; then
the weight of a given vertex V representing a schedule S is expressed by
w(V ) =
∑
s∈S
minul,s∈u(fcen ) log2(1 + SINRen,s,ul,s(P))
B
. (9)
The weight of each vertex reflects the contribution of each eRRH towards minimizing the
completion time of its associated users. Actually, the transmission rate plays a crucial role
in minimizing the transmission duration T cen . Thus, a larger value in (9) leads to minimize the
transmission durations of delivering IDNC files to users, which minimizes their completion times.
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The design of the IA-IDNC graph makes any maximal weight clique represents a set of
transmissions satisfying the following three features: i) each user is scheduled only to a single
eRRH that cached one of its requested files, ii) each eRRH delivers an IDNC file with an adopted
transmission rate/power that satisfies a lower completion time for a potential set of users. Such
adopted rate satisfies the QoS rate guarantee and no larger than the channel capacities of all
scheduled users, iii) the weight of each vertex strikes a balance between the adopted rate and
the number of scheduled users to each eRRH.
The following theorem characterizes the solution of subproblem P2 based on the designed
IA-IDNC graph.
Theorem 2. The transmission duration minimization subproblem P2 is equivalently represented
by the maximum weight clique problem in the IA-IDNC graph, and can be expressed as
= arg max
C∈C
∑
Vi∈C
w(Vi), ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , |C|, (10)
where C is the maximum weight clique of a maximum degree |K| in the IA-IDNC graph and C
is the set of all possible maximal cliques.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 is omitted due to space limitation and only we provide a sketch
of it as follows. First, we need to show that there is a unique one-to-one mapping between each
schedule Si ∈ S and each vertex Vi ∈ V in GIA-IDNC (i = 1, 2, · · · , |S|). Then, we emphasize
that each maximal clique in the IA-IDNC graph that consists of a set of vertices satisfying
all edge conditions represents feasible coded transmissions from the eRRHs. Finally, the proof
can be concluded by showing that the contributed weight of the maximum weight clique C
for minimizing the transmission duration is: w(C) =
∑
Vi∈Cw(Vi) =
∑
en∈K
∑
Si∈Sw(Si) =∑
en∈K
∑
s∈Si
minul,s∈u(fcen ) log2(1+SINRen,s,ul,s (P))
B
, ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , |C|, where S is the set of the
selected potential schedules. Therefore, the subproblem P2 is equivalent to the maximum weight
clique problem among the maximal cliques in the IA-IDNC graph. 
The problem in Theorem 2 is clearly NP-hard problem, and solving it optimally is intractable
[36]. However, we heuristically and efficiently solve it in the next subsection.
B. Solution of Subproblem P2
In this section, we solve the problem in Theorem 2 by characterizing the joint solution to
the NC user scheduling and power allocation problem while designing the IA-IDNC graph. A
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proper power allocation for each eRRH leads to suppress the interference in the system, thus a
better transmission rate is achieved. As a result, the transmission duration for delivering files to
the scheduled users is minimized.
Consider a power-clique (PC) in GIA-IDNC that is associated with a network-coded user schedul-
ing S = {S1,S2, · · · ,S|K|}, where S1 is the schedule of e1-th eRRH, which consists of a set of
associations s1, s2, · · · , s|S1|, and |S1| = |u(fcen)|. Our goal is to obtain a local optimal eRRH
power allocation vector, denoted as (P ∗e1 , · · · , P ∗eK ) for that PC. The power allocation problem
is formulated as an optimization problem of maximizing the weighed sum-rate. As such, all
scheduled users receive files sent by their associated eRRHs with minimum transmission duration,
which can be expressed as
P4 : max
Pen
K∑
n=1
|u(fcen(Sn))|
B
∗ min
ul∈u(fcen (Sn))
(log2(1 + SINRen,ul(P))) ,
s. t. 0 6 Pen 6 Pmax,∀n = 1, 2, · · · , K, (11)
where u(fcen(Sn)) is the set of scheduled users in n-th schedule corresponding to en-th eRRH.
The power allocation problem in P4 is a non-convex optimization problem. Therefore, similar to
the works in literature (see for example, [29], [34] and references therein), we focus on finding
the local optimal solution.
The proposed solution to the problem in Theorem 2 is executed at the CBS at each transmission
slot and divided into two stages: designing the IA-IDNC graph and finding its corresponding
maximum PC.
First stage: The IA-IDNC graph is designed as follows. Using IDNC-C1, IDNC-C2, and
RC conditions that explained in Section V-A, we generate all schedules S and represent them
by vertices in V . Afterwards, we check the connection between any two pairs Vi and Vi′ of
vertices in GIA-IDNC based on the transmission condition TC in Section V-A. Any connected
vertices result in a feasible network-coded scheduling to the eRRHs. Then, we evaluate the
power allocation of such network-coded scheduling {S1,S2, · · · ,SK} by solving the optimization
problem (11). By the computed power allocation and corresponding rate, we compute the weights
of the corresponding vertices in GIA-IDNC as expressed in (9). We repeat the above process to all
network-coded schedules in the IA-IDNC graph.
Second stage: The second stage finds the maximum weight PC C among all other maximal
PCs in GIA-IDNC graph. In the first step, we select vertex Vi ∈ V , (i = 1, 2, · · · , |V|) that has the
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maximum weight w(V ∗i ) and add it to C (at this point C = {V ∗i }). Then, the subgraph GIA-IDNC(C),
which consists of vertices in graph GIA-IDNC that are adjacent to vertex V ∗i is extracted and
considered for the next vertex selection process. In the next step, a new maximum weight vertex
V ∗i′ (i.e., V
∗
i′ should be in the corresponding PC of V
∗
i ) is selected from subgraph GIA-IDNC(C).
Now, C = {V ∗i , V ∗i′ }. We repeat this process until no further vertex is adjacent to all vertices in
the maximal weight PC C. The selected C contains at most K vertices.
C. New D2D Conflict Graph
We introduce a new D2D conflict graph, denoted by Gd2d(V , E), that considers all possible
conflicts for scheduling users on D2D links, such as transmission, network coding, half-duplex
conflicts. This leads to feasible transmissions from the potential D2D transmitters |Ntra|, where
each uk ∈ Ntra transmits the IDNC combination fd2duk to the scheduled users u(fd2duk ) with the
transmission rate rd2duk .
Let Nd2d denote the set of unscheduled users to the eRRHs, i.e., Nd2d = N\
⋃K
n=1 u(f
c
en), and
let Nd2d,w ⊂ Nd2d denote the set of users that still wants some files. Hence, the D2D conflict
graph is designed by generating all vertices for uk-th possible D2D transmitter, ∀uk ∈ Nd2d.
The vertex set V of the entire graph is the union of vertices of all users. Consider, for now,
generating the vertices of uk-th user. Note that uk-th D2D transmitter can encode its IDNC file
fd2duk using its previously received files Huk . Therefore, each vertex is generated for each single
file fh ∈ Wui ∩ Huk that is requested by each user ui ∈ Nd2d,w ∩ Zuk and for each achievable
rate r of uk-th user that is defined below.
Definition 4. The set of achievable rates Rd2duk,ui from uk-th user to ui-th user is a subset of
achievable rates Rd2duk that are less than or equal to channel capacity rd2duk,ui . It can be expressed
by Rd2duk,ui = {r ∈ Rd2duk |r ≤ rd2duk,ui and ui ∈ Nd2d,w ∩ Zuk and r ≥ Rcen∗}.
The above definition emphasizes that ui-th user in the coverage zone Zuk can receive a file
from uk-th D2D transmitter if the adopted transmission rate r is in the achievable set Rd2duk,ui and
no less than the minimum transmission rate of en∗-th eRRH. Therefore, we generate |Rd2duk,ui|
vertices for a requesting file fh ∈ Huk ∩Wui , ∀ui ∈ Nd2d,w ∩Zuk . In summery, a vertex vkr,i,f is
generated for each association of a transmitting user uk, a rate r ∈ Rd2duk,ui , and a requesting file
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fh ∈ Huk ∩Wui of user ui ∈ Nd2d,w ∩ Zuk . Similarly, we generate all vertices for all users in
Nd2d.1
All possible conflict connections between vertices (conflict edges between circles) in the D2D
conflict graph are provided as follows. Two vertices vkr,i,h and v
k′
r′,i′,h′ are adjacent by a conflict
edge in Gd2d, if one of the following conflict conditions (CC) is true:
• IDNC (CC1): (uk = uk′) and (fh 6= fh′) and (fh, fh′) /∈ Huk′ × Huk . A conflict edge
between vertices is connected as long as the files they represent are not-instantly decodable
to a set of scheduled users to the same uk-th D2D transmitter.
• Rate (CC2): (uk = uk′) and (r 6= r′). All adjacent vertices correspond to the same uk-th
D2D transmitter should have the same achievable rate.
• Transmission (CC3): (uk 6= uk′) and (ui = ui′). The same user cannot be scheduled to two
different D2D transmitters uk and uk′ .
• Half-Duplex (CC4): (uk = ui′) or (uk′ = ui). The same user cannot transmit and receive
in the same transmission slot.
Given the aforementioned designed D2D conflict graph, the following theorem reformulates
the subproblem P3.
Theorem 3. The subproblem of maximizing the number of scheduled users on D2D links in P3
at the t-th transmission is equivalently represented by the maximum weight independent set (IS)
selection among all the maximal sets in the Gd2d graph, where the weight ψ(vkr,i,h) of each vertex
vkr,i,h is given by
ψ(vkr,i,f ) = |Zuk ∩Nd2d,w(Huk)|(
r
B
). (12)
The above weight metric shows two potential benefits: i) |Zuk ∩Nd2d,w(Huk)| represents that
the uk-th transmitting user is connected to many other users that are requesting files in Huk and
ii)
(
r
B
)
provides a balance between the transmission rate and the number of scheduled users on
D2D links.
1For the space limitation, we generate only the vertcies of Nd2d users and ignore those representing scheduled users to en′ -th
eRRH, en′ ∈ K. However, they can be generated and connected to each other using similar steps in this section with the
difference that any D2D transmitter should be able to deliver files within the idle time slot of the corresponding eRRH.
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D. Details of Greedy Solution
The proposed solution here greedily maximizes the number of scheduled users on D2D links
within T cen∗ by maximizing the number of vertices in any IS in the D2D conflict graph. In
order to maximize the number of vertices in any IS, we update the weight of each vertex. An
appropriate design of the updated weights of vertices leads to selection of a large number of
vertices and each vertex has high original weight that defined in (12).
Let piv,v′2 define the non-adjacency indicator of vertices v and v′ in the Gd2d graph such that:
piv,v′ =
1 if v is not adjacent to v
′ in Gd2d,
0 otherwise.
(13)
Now, let the weighted degree nv of vertex v is defined by nv =
∑
v′∈Gd2d piv,v′ .ψ(v
′), where ψ(v′)
is the original weight of vertex v′ defined in Proposition 3. Hence, the modified weight of vertex
v is defined as
w(v) = ψ(v)nv = ψ(v)
∑
v′∈Gd2d
piv,v′ .ψ(v
′). (14)
The modified weight of a vertex v in (14) points two attractive features: (i) it has a large
original weight, and (ii) it is not adjacent to a large number of vertices that have high original
weights. Based on this, we iteratively and heuristically execute a greedy vertex search scheme
as follows. Initially, a vertex v∗ that has the maximum weight w(v∗) is selected and added to
the maximal IS Γ (i.e., Γ = {v∗}). Then, the subgraph Gd2d(Γ), which consists of vertices in
graph Gd2d that are not adjacent to vertex v∗, is extracted and considered for the next process. In
the next step, a new maximum weight vertex v′∗ is selected from subgraph Gd2d(Γ) (at this point
Γ = {v∗, v′∗}). We repeat this process for all transmitting users so that no further vertex is not
adjacent to all the vertices in Γ. The selected D2D transmitters in the maximum IS Γ generate
coded files and broadcast them to all neighboring users on D2D links.
The overall two-solution joint approach that are explained in Section V-B and Section V-D,
respectively, is provided in Algorithm 1.
Example: We illustrate in this example how to design the IA-IDNC and D2D conflict graphs
of the network presented in Fig. 3.
2For notation simplicity, we replace vir,k,l by v and v
i′
r′,k′,l′ by v
′.
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Algorithm 1: Proposed Joint Approach
1: Require N , F , K, Cen , Hul,0, Wul,0, Pmax, Quk , B, hcen,ul , hd2duk,ul , ∀uk, ul ∈ N , ∀en ∈ K.
2: Initialize C = ∅ and Γ = ∅.
3: Solution of Subproblem P2: eRRH-user Transmission
4: Design GIA-IDNC according to Section V-A.
5: for each S do
6: Calculate P = {P ∗e1 , P ∗e2 , · · · , P ∗eK} by solving (11).
7: Obtain Vi = {(R∗ei , P ∗ei , sei), · · · , (R∗ei , P ∗ei , s|u(fcei )|)} (i = 1, · · · , K) according to P.
8: Calculate w(Vi) using (9).
9: end for
10: GIA-IDNC(C)← GIA-IDNC.
11: while GIA-IDNC(C) 6= ∅ do
12: V ∗i = arg maxVi∈G(C){w(Vi)}.
13: Set C← C ∪ V ∗i and GIA-IDNC(C)← GIA-IDNC(V ∗i ).
14: end while
15: Solution of Subproblem P3: D2D Transmission
16: Design Gd2d according to Section V-C.
17: Gd2d(Γ)← Gd2d.
18: while Gd2d(Γ) 6= ∅ do
19: ∀v ∈ Gd2d(Γ): calculate ψ(v) and w(v) using (12) and (14), respectively.
20: v∗ = arg maxv∈Gd2d(Γ){w(v)}.
21: Set Γ← Γ ∪ v∗ and obtain Gd2d(Γ).
22: end while
23: Obtain C and Γ.
• In Fig. 4, we plot the IA-IDNC graph, where each vertex represents a possible NC combina-
tion that consists of combined associations in each eRRH. For plotting simplification, we did
not include the vertices that represents one association (no NC). The connections between
vertices (circles) is based on the TC condition that explained in Section V-A. There are
many possible maximal PCs in GIA-IDNC that are represented by connected vertices. Each
one represents the potential network-coded scheduling of the eRRHs that minimizes the
completion time of users. For example, one possible maximal PC shown in red color in
Fig. 4 is {s1R∗P ∗53, s1R∗P ∗61, s2R∗P ∗22, s2R∗P ∗34}. The five indices e1, R∗, P ∗, 5, 3 in the first
association represent first eRRH, its transmission rate and power level, scheduled user and
its requested file, respectively.
• To ease the understanding of the D2D conflict graph, we plot it only for the first three users
{u1, u2, u3} of the network presented in Fig. 3 and irrespective to the possible scheduled
users to the eRRHs. The D2D conflict graph is shown in Fig. 5, where the conflict conditions
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Interference-Aware IDNC (IA-IDNC) graph
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Fig. 4. The IA-IDNC graph.
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Fig. 5. The D2D conflict graph.
CC1 and CC2 are represented by solid lines and conditions CC3 and CC4 are represented
by dash lines. By Theorem 3, one possible maximal IS in this graph is {v15,4,4, v15,5,4, v31.5,2,2}.
The first vertex v15,4,4 represents the transmitting user u1, its rate r = 5, the scheduled user
u4 and its requested file f4, respectively.
VI. COMPLETION TIME MINIMIZATION: COORDINATED SCHEDULING APPROACH
In this section, we propose a faster and simpler coordinated scheduling approach. The need
for this approach is invoked by the possibly large number of IDNC combinations generated by
the joint approach in large network size. In such large networks, we can utilize this alternative
approach to obtain fast and efficient solution.
Let Pen be a fixed power level of en-th eRRH, ∀en ∈ K. The completion time minimization
problem at t-th transmission slot can be written as a coordinated scheduling problem as follows
P5 : max
fcen⊆P(Cen )
u(fcen )∩u(fcen′ )=∅
Ren∈R
Zt
subject to

(u(fd2duk ), ruk) = arg min Ntra,t∈P(N )
fd2dk ∈P(Huk )
ruk∈Ruk
{
maxul∈Nw,t Tul,t
}
, ∀uk ∈ Ntra,t;
u(fd2duk ) ∩ u(fd2duk′ ) = ∅,∀uk 6= uk′ ∈ Ntra,t;
fd2duk ⊆ P(Huk); ruk ≥ Rth.
(15a)
(15b)
The objective function (15b) of problem P5 represents the possible completion time minimization
that we can obtain from D2D transmissions and (15a) represents maximizing the number of users
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left to be scheduled to eRRHs.
To solve the problem in P5, we develop a simple and fast approach that first schedules users
that have low channel capacities from eRRHs on D2D links, and the remaining unscheduled
users (if any) can be scheduled by eRRHs with high transmission rates. This solution not only
minimizes the completion time of users, but also offloads the eRRHs’ radio resources. Indeed,
after D2D transmissions, few users left to be scheduled by eRRHs. This approach is summarized
in Algorithm 2, which consists of the following two stages at every transmission slot: i) users
experience relatively weak channels from the eRRHs should be scheduled to the potential D2D
transmitters on D2D links, and ii) the eRRHs deliver encoded files to a set of users that have not
previously scheduled on D2D links. The coordinated scheduling approach is described below.
First stage: Here, we focus on scheduling a set of users that have low rates from the eRRHs
to a set of potential transmitters via D2D links as such we solve problem (15b) efficiently.
First step: Inspired by Section V-C, we follow the same procedures that construct the new
D2D conflict graph Gd2d(V , E). Thus, we generate a vertex vkr,l,f for each transmitting user uk,
a transmission rate ruk ∈ Rd2duk,ui and a missing file fh ∈ Huk ∩Wul of a user ul ∈ Nw ∩ Zuk .
Further, the rate of each transmitting user in each generated vertex should be greater than or equal
to Rth. Similarly, we generate the vertices for N users and then connect them as in Section V-C.
Second step: We design two-layer weights for each generated vertex in the Gd2d graph, named by
secondary and primary weights. The secondary weight of a vertex vkr,l,f is defined as w(v
k
r,l,f ) =
ruk
B
that shows a partial contribution of that vertex in terms of reducing the completion time in the
network. The primary weigh of a vertex vul,fh is defined as w(vui,fh) =
B
minen∈KRen,ul
,∀fh ∈ Cen .
This primary weight characterizes the users based on their channel capacities from the eRRHs
to give them priority to be scheduled on D2D links. A vertex with high primary weight (low rate
from eRRHs) leads to prolonged file delivery time from eRRHs. Then the corresponding users
of such vertices should be scheduled on D2D links with the maximum rate from any possible
potential D2D transmitters. As such, the completion time of these users is minimized.
Third step: We propose to iteratively perform maximum weight search to form the set of D2D
transmitters and their scheduled users in the maximal IS Γ as follows. First, we search for
the vertex with the maximum primary weight and find its corresponding maximum secondary
weight. If two or more vertices have equal weights, we select one vertex randomly. We continue
this process until there are no other available vertices that can be included in the selected IS.
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Algorithm 2: Proposed Coordinated Scheduling Approach
1: Require N , F , B, K, Cen , Hul,0, Wul,0, Pen , Quk , hcen,ul , hd2duk,ul , ∀uk, ul ∈ N , ∀en ∈ K.
2: First stage
3: Initialize Γ = ∅ and Gd2d(Γ)← Gd2d.
4: ∀vkr,l,h ∈ Gd2d: calculate w(vkr,l,h) = rukB and its corresponding w(vul,fh) = Bminen∈KRen,ul .
5: while Gd2d(Γ) 6= c do
6: Choose the maximum primary weight v∗ul,fh and finds its corresponding maximum
secondary weight vk∗r,l,h = arg maxvkr,l,h∈Gd2d(Γ){w(vkr,l,h)}.
7: Set Γ← Γ ∪ vk∗r,l,h and Gd2d(Γ)← Gd2d(vk∗r,l,h).
8: end while
9: Second stage
10: Design Gcord according to Section VI.
11: ∀Ven,ui,fh,Ren ∈ Gcord: calculate w(Ven,ui,fh,Ren ) =
Ren
B
.
12: Obtain the maximum IS I as follows.
13: Initialize I = ∅.
14: for each Ven,ui,fh,Ren ∈ Gcord non-conflicting with I do
15: Select V ∗en,ui,fh,Ren = arg maxVen,ui,fh,Ren∈Gcord{w(Ven,ui,fh,Ren )}.
16: I← I ∪ V ∗en,ui,fh,Ren .
17: end for
At the end, the final IS Γ consists of vertices that represent a set of potential D2D transmitters.
Each of these D2D transmitters serves users that have low channel capacities from the eRRHs.
Second stage: Here, we schedule users that are not scheduled on D2D links to eRRHs using
RA-IDNC. In particular, we solve problem (15a) by maximizing the number of scheduled users
to the eRRHs. First, we construct the coordinated scheduling graph, denoted by Gcord(E ,V), by
generating a vertex Ven,ui,fh,Ren for each en ∈ K, for every file fh is requested by user ui ∈
Nw,t\Γ, and for each achievable rate for that user Ren ≥ rmin, where rmin is the minimum selected
transmission rate of any transmitting user in Γ. The configuration of the set of edges in the
scheduling graph is divided into coding (NC and rate edges) and transmission edge. Two vertices
Ven,ui,fh,Ren and Ven,ui′ ,fh′ ,Ren′ representing the same eRRH are adjacent by a conflict edge if they
do not satisfy the IDNC and rate conditions in Section V-A. Similarly, two vertices Ven,ui,fh,Ren
and Ven′ ,ui′ ,fh′ ,Ren′ representing different eRRHs are adjacent by a conflict transmission edge if
the same user ui is scheduled to different eRRHs, i.e., ui = ui′ and en 6= en′ . Then, a maximum
search process is executed in Gcord to obtain the maximum IS I as presented in Algorithm 2.
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VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section presents selected simulation results that compare the completion time perfor-
mances of our proposed two schemes with baseline algorithms. We consider a downlink D2D-
aided F-RAN system where the eRRHs have fixed locations and users are distributed randomly
at every transmission within a hexagonal cell of radius 900m. We set the radius of the users’
coverage zone R to 50m and the number of eRRHs K to 3. We consider the SUI-Terrain type B
model in which the channel model of both F-RAN and D2D communications is mostly affected
by the location of the users within the cell. Path loss is calculated as 148+40 log10(distance[km]).
We consider that the channels are perfectly estimated. The noise power and the maximum’
eRRH/user power are assumed to be −174 dBm/Hz and Pmax = Q = −42.60 dBm/Hz, respec-
tively. The bandwidth is 1 MHz and the eRRH caching ratio µ is 0.6. As discussed in Section II,
at the beginning of the D2D-aided F-RAN transmission, each user already has about 45% and
55% of F files. To assess the performances of our proposed schemes with different thresholds
(Rth1 = 0.05, Rth2 = 0.5, and Rth3 = 5), we simulate various scenarios with different number of
users, number of files, and file sizes.
For the sake of comparison, our proposed schemes are compared with the following two
baseline NC schemes.
• Random Linear NC (RLNC): In RLNC algorithm, each user is scheduled to a single
eRRH to which it has the maximum channel capacity. Then, each eRRH encodes all files
in its cache using random coefficients from Galois field. However, this algorithm ignores
the dynamic transmission rates. To ensure successful delivery of files to users, the selected
transmission rate in each eRRH is the minimum channel capacities of all scheduled users.
• Classical IDNC: For both eRRHs and D2D transmissions, this scheme focuses on network
layer optimization, in which the coding decisions depends solely on the file combinations.
For successful files’ decoding, the transmission rates of both the eRRHs and transmitting
users should match the minimum achievable capacity of all scheduled users.
For completeness of our work, we also compare our proposed schemes with the uncoded
schemes.
• Uncoded Unicast: This scheme schedules only one user to each eRRH from which it
receives an uncoded file with its maximum transmission rate. In addition, the untargeted
users by the eRRHs is served by implementing uncoded D2D transmissions.
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Fig. 6. Average completion time versus the number of users N .
• Uncoded Broadcast-F-RAN: The eRRHs broadcast uncoded files sequentially as such all
users are served. In this scheme, each eRRH transmits with the lowest transmission rate of
all scheduled users.
• Uncoded Broadcast-D2D: In this scheme, set of transmitting users is selected randomly to
broadcast uncoded files from their Has sets that are missing at the largest number of their
neighboring users. The transmission rate is selected based on the minimum transmission of
all scheduled users.
Recently, RA-IDNC scheme is studied in [26] where all eRRHs use the same transmission
rate that corresponds to the minimum transmission rate of all scheduled users. In addition, the
unscheduled users by the eRRHs are scheduled from transmitting users over D2D links with the
same rate that is used by the eRRHs. Thus, we include the RA-IDNC and compare it with the
proposed schemes.
In Fig. 6, we depict the average completion time versus the number of users N . We consider
a D2D-aided F-RAN model with a frame of 15 files and a file size of 1 Mbits. From this figure,
it can be seen that the proposed schemes offer improved performance in terms of completion
time reduction as compared to the other schemes. This improved performance is due to the
joint and coordinated schemes that (i) judiciously schedule users, adopt the transmission rate
of each eRRH and optimize the transmission power of each eRRH, and (ii) select potential
users for transmitting coded files over D2D links. In particular, the uncoded unicast suffers from
targeting few users that have relative strong channel qualities. As a result, a higher number
of transmissions, at least (N ∗ F )/(K + |Ntra|) transmissions, is needed for frame delivery
completion, and it leads to a high completion time. Uncoded broadcast schemes suffer from
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serving all users at the cost of adopting the transmission rate of all eRRHs and transmitting
users with the minimum transmission rate of the served users. Furthermore, uncoded broadcast
D2D scheme offers a poor completion time performance as all transmitting users do not benefit
from the transmission, i.e., they cannot transmit and receive at the same time. RLNC is a rate-less
scheme that targets all users by sending encoded file with the lowest rate of all users. On the
other hand, RA-IDNC scheme offers an improved performance compared to uncoded, RLNC,
and classical IDNC schemes as mentioned in [26]. This is because the coding decisions in RA-
IDNC scheme not only depends on the file combinations, but also on the channel qualities of
the scheduled users. This effectively balances between the number of scheduled users and the
transmission rate of eRRHs/transmitting users. However, selecting one transmission rate (the
minimum rate) for all eRRHs and transmitting users degrades the completion time performance
of the RA-IDNC scheme. This is a clear limitation of the RA-IDNC scheme in [23], as it does
not fully exploit the typical variable channel qualities of the different eRRHs/transmitting users
to their scheduled users. Our proposed joint and coordinated schemes fully utilize the eRRHs
and transmitting users’ resources to choose their own transmission rates, XOR combinations,
and scheduled users. Consequently, a better performance of our proposed schemes compared
to the RA-IDNC scheme is achieved. Moreover, the joint scheme optimizes the employed rates
using power control on each eRRH. Thus, it works better than our proposed coordinated scheme.
Note that the completion time performances of the classical IDNC and uncoded broadcast D2D
schemes are of orders 105 and 103, respectively. Thus, we omit them from all the remaining
figures.
In Fig. 7, we show the average completion time versus the number of files F . The simulated
D2D-aided F-RAN system composed of 15 users and file size of 1 Mbits. Again, for the above-
mentioned reasons in Fig. 6, our proposed schemes outperform the other schemes. It can be
observed from the figure that increasing the frame size leads to an increasing in the completion
time of all schemes. The opportunities of mixing files using NC in the RA-IDNC and proposed
schemes are limited with few files. Therefore, all NC schemes have roughly similar performances.
As the number of files increases, the increase in the completion time with our proposed schemes
is low. This is in accordance with our results in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, where it is shown
that our proposed schemes judiciously allow each eRRH and each transmitting user to decide
on a set of files to be XORed. As such, they are beneficial to a significant set of users that have
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Fig. 7. Average completion time versus the number of files F .
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Fig. 8. Average completion time versus file size B.
relatively good channel qualities. Even though uncoded broadcast and RLNC schemes completes
file transmissions in fewer transmissions (F transmissions) than our proposed schemes, each of
their transmission durations is longer than a single transmission of the proposed schemes. Thanks
to their optimized higher rate/power and users’ transmission that result in less completion time.
In Fig. 8, we illustrate the impact of increasing the file size B on the average completion time.
In this figure, we simulate the D2D-aided F-RAN system composed of 12 users and 15 files. We
can observe that the performances of all schemes increase linearly with the file size. This is in
accordance with the completion time expression in Corollary 1, where it was emphasized that
To increases linearly with B. From physical-layer view, as B increases, more bits are needed for
delivering files. Thus, time delay is increased to receive files from eRRHs/transmitting users.
Finally, some insights from our presented numerical results are given as follows. First, it
is advantageous to serve many users with NC files as in the classical IDNC algorithm, but
selecting the minimum transmission rate of all scheduled users degrades its performance. Thus,
this scheme is impractical from physical-layer perspective. Second, although the uncoded unicast
scheme uses the maximum transmission rate of each user, it needs a large number of transmissions
for completion. Thus, its completion time performance is degraded. Third, RA-IDNC scheme
overcomes the limitations of the aforementioned schemes but suffers from selecting the lowest-
rate of the fixed-power eRRHs in the system. This limitation further degrades the completion
time performance of the RA-IDNC scheme in large network sizes with large number of eRRHs.
This due to the fact that RA-IDNC always selects the lowest-rate of all eRRHs. Conversely,
our transmission framework is more practically relevant as it enables different transmission rates
from different eRRHs/transmitting users and optimizes the employed rates using power control
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on each eRRH.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have developed a framework that exploits the cached contents at eRRHs, their transmission
rates/powers, and previously received contents by different users to deliver the requesting contents
to users with a minimum completion time in D2D-aided F-RAN. Towards this target, we have
first formulated an optimization problem that seeks to minimize the completion time of users
and decomposed it into two subproblems. Specifically, the first subproblem is to minimize the
transmission durations of eRRHs. To solve it, we have designed an interference-aware IDNC
graph that considers network-coded scheduling and power allocation for each eRRH. Based on
this solution, the second subproblem maximizes the number of unscheduled users to eRRHs
via D2D links. Then, we have introduced a new D2D conflict graph that achieves an effective
solution to the second subproblem based on greedy search method. The aforementioned graph-
based solutions of the corresponding subproblems are referred to a joint approach. For the
high implementation complexity of the joint approach in large networks, we have developed an
alternative and efficient coordinated scheme that has relatively low implementation complexity.
Simulation results have shown that our proposed schemes can effectively minimize the frame
delivery time as compared to conventional schemes.
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